The VuNet is a gigabit-per-second Desk-Area ATM Network which interconnects general-purpose workstations, network-based multimedia devices and bridges to other networks. Workstations access the multimedia devices over the network and coordinate the movement of information streams among the di erent parts of the system. This architecture presents several advantages over the traditional workstation-centric models including the ability to easily share network-based devices, to access non-local devices, and to relieve the workstation of a portion of the I/O work. This paper describes the philosophy, implementation choices, advantages, and limitations of the VuNet ATM network implementation, as well as performance and current status.
Introduction
In many research-based and commercial multimedia systems, multimedia tasks are centralized around a workstation (or personal computer) 6, 12] . Data is passed among the di erent workstation components including the hard disk, processor, frame bu er, and add-in multimedia boards on the I/O bus.
In the case of these distributed applications, the workstation serves as a focal point for organizing the communication of multimedia information over a network. One drawback is that current workstations are Video-on-demand demos utilizing our technology are available through the World-Wide Web; our page is located at the URL: http://tns-www.lcs.mit.edu/tns-www-home. A Desk-Area Network (DAN), as illustrated in Figure 1 , is a small local system in which devices, such as multimedia devices, are taken out of the workstation and connected directly to the network. The Vidboard, as described in section 4.2, is one such example of this type of peripheral device. Workstations access these devices over the network and coordinate the movement of informationstreams among the di erent parts of the system. Our research group's DAN implementation is known as the VuNet.
This architecture presents several advantages over the traditional workstation-centric models including the ability to easily share network-based devices, to access non-local devices, to provide a uniform interface to peripheral devices, and to relieve the workstation of a portion of the I/O work.
With small networks, it is possible to rethink the ways certain network design issues are addressed. Many of these issues appear in Local-Area Networks (LANs), Metropolitan-Area Networks (MANs), and Wide-Area Networks (WANs), but some are speci c to the o ce-environment of Desk-Area Networks. For example, small desk area networks need not be designed for high utilization as tra c aggregation is not a principal design objective. An issue relating speci cally to the VuNet is the trust boundary. Larger networks contain many unknown and potentially hostile users. The VuNet encompasses the o ce space and working group of the user. In these small spaces, many of the protections and automatic recon guration issues found in larger networks can be moved into the end nodes, and these end nodes can be trusted. Such small trusted networks can be designed more simply.
This paper describes the philosophy, implementation choices, advantages, and limitations of the VuNet ATM network implementation, as well as performance and current status.
The VuNet Philosophy
The design of networks is driven by several important factors: the cost of communication between nodes, the bandwidth required (which in many cases is driven by the kinds of tra c present), the degree of sharing, and the cost of the network adapters at the end nodes. These factors a ect the design of LANs and WANs in di erent ways.
Larger networks can provide e cient communications because large numbers of hosts share the communications medium. In a small working area environment, there is a smaller number of hosts, making it more di cult to depend on statistics in sharing the aggregate bandwidth necessary for e cient operation. The fact that bandwidth is less expensive over the short distances involved suggests a VuNet design regime that leverages inexpensive, lightly utilized bandwidth.
Similarly, shared wide area components, such as the line card serving a heavily multiplexed link, can be relatively expensive. However, in a small desk area network, careful attention must be paid to the cost per end node. Hence it becomes attractive to trade o functionality for cost in the non-multiplexed components such as the end system switch ports and interfaces. Simple, inexpensive interfaces become an important design objective.
An important observation that allows us to achieve our twin goals of speed and simplicity is that the trust boundaries of the desk area network are di erent from those of the local and wide areas. Large networks need protection from hostile or faulty clients. Such protection includes access control and fairness policies in order to prevent greedy users from taking bandwidth away from well-behaved users. Large network infrastructure generally provides routing setup, address resolution, link-layer congestion control, topology discovery, and other complex functions. Networks whose end nodes are dedicated to one work environment can be controlled more easily, and the end nodes can be trusted to be fair. In the case of the VuNet, as illus- The workstation performs some of the high level networking functions such as topology discovery, connection setup, and possibly even admission control. Hence, the network \boundary of trust" extends into the workstation. trated in Figure 2 , the host workstation software is trusted to implement network functions such as routing, topology discovery, and admission control.
The following list reviews the high level guidelines which motivated the design of the VuNet:
Media Neutrality. The network and software environment should be neutral to the application and types of media being processed. All classes of tra c (video, audio, le transfer, etc.) are treated in a similar manner until they reach the target application. Media data, such as audio and video, is delivered to the application where it can be processed. This allows multiple video streams to be easily supported since hardware limitations are not placed on the number of video streams.
Graceful degradation. The ability of software to respond to variations in resource availability is important. Since hosts in the VuNet can become busy with other processes, there should be a feedback path coupling the data sinks, network channels, and sources. This approach, traditionally used in data processing applications such as le transfer, should be extended to support the graceful degradation of audio and video processing. For example, a video browser application might temporarily decrease its frame rate during periods of intense disk activity. Therefore, a networkbased video source must provide a mechanism for dynamically varying its frame rate and the VuNet protocols must provide the feedback path between the browser and the video source. Section 4.2.1 describes a closed loop request protocol that links video sinks and sources.
Heterogeneity. The DAN Approach replaces the workstation's collection of peripheral interfaces and connectors (e.g. SCSI, VGA, EISA) with a generic ATM-based connector that supports a heterogeneous range of peripherals including cameras, displays, disks, etc. We envisage a vigorous market for such peripherals which would be able to operate with any manufacturer's platform. All peripherals on the network should be easily shared between all hosts connected to the network. VuNet peripherals are highly programmable and are connected directly to the VuNet, allowing them to be shared among all hosts, including hosts not local to the peripheral's desk area.
Seamless
Networking. An ATM-based platform provides a seamless interface between the desk, local and wide areas.
The foregoing set of architectural guidelines has been augmented by two design guidelines dealing with the partitioning of functionality between hardware and software.
Software intensive philosophy. Wherever possible, the VuNet design favors software-based solutions that reduce the complexity of network hardware by moving functionality into the software of the end nodes. Not only can \out-of-band" network functions such as routing table setup and topology discovery be software-based, \in-band" functions such as ATM adaptation layers and ow control can be in software as well. The software-intensive approach also increases the exibility of the system since issues such as resource scheduling and the choice of adaptation protocols can be tailored to speci c applications.
Riding the performance curve. One important bene t of the software-intensive approach is the ability to port our system to higher performance workstations easily. This is important because the design cycle for a hardware-intensive multimedia system is longer than that of vanilla workstations. Even if a hardwareintensive approach were to have a performance advantage today it would soon fall behind vanilla systems that are riding the technology curve. Our simple host interfaces can be easily moved to faster generations of workstations, since the main work involves porting the device drivers and associated software to the faster platform. If redesigning the interface becomes necessary, a simple interface can be much more easily designed than a sophisticated one.
VuNet Architecture
A key goal motivatingthe design of the VuNet hardware has been simplicity. Sophisticated network functions (e.g. multicast, backpressure, support for ATM adaptation layers, service classes) are pushed to the edge of the network and became the responsibility of the clients. We believe that a local environment such as the VuNet can be e ectively served by a simple switch fabric having a limited number of access ports and an internal speed that is greater than that of the clients.
Within the VuNet, hosts generate data which has a variety of \shapes." A hardware video capture board may generate bursts of data at 30 frames a second, while an application running on a workstation may generate data at erratic intervals.
Simplicity and tra c considerations a ect the design of the clients, whether they be host interfaces or stand alone clients. These issues are summarized in the following three points:
Bursty tra c. Since host processes running within an operating system generate network tra c during their time slices, their generation of data is inherently bursty. Similarly, they consume data in bursts that are not synchronized to the incoming trafc. Accordingly, sources and sinks of video and audio information must be able to handle data in bursts and the DAN and its hosts and peripherals must support bursty tra c. The hosts must be able to absorb large bursts and bu er the data during the scheduling latency interval. This model, in which the network and devices accommodate the bursty patterns of applications and their users, di ers substantially from other models in which the application is expected to adapt to continuous media streams.
Asynchronous client interface. Clients should not be slaved to the network clock. Instead, the network ports should support various input and output rates. ATM, with its small cell size and variable cell rates, can accommodate this requirement.
Simple client interface. Fast and slow clients alike should see the network as a place to easily write and read ATM cells. For example, the VuNet uses a modi ed cell format in which the cell length is increased from 53 to 56 bytes in order to make cells quadword-aligned. This makes better sense given the 32 and 64-bit architectures of computer products. The additional three bytes that are appended to the header are not used to transfer end-to-end data.
Topology
Today's local area networks are build around hubs with spokes running to individual o ces. Workstations, servers and PCs connect to the LAN over 10-100 meter serial links. In contrast to this \hub and spoke" arrangement the VuNet has a \spoke and hub" topology, i.e., there are hubs at both ends of each spoke. There is a separate hub, or switch fabric, for each ofce, and VuNet devices plug directly into the hubs via a parallel connector or short (1-10 meter) cable.
Accordingly, the VuNet is based on the interconnection of two types of components: switches and links. The switches provide ports through which clients connect to the network and execute cell switching. The links interconnect the switches and implement cell relaying.
Cell Switching
In the development of the VuNet switch we started with a simple model of the \ideal" exchange of cells between two hosts that are directly connected to each other over a communications channel of zero length and in nite speed. As shown in Figure 3 , our ideal channel is a FIFO that serves two purposes: it decouples the timing of the workstations from each other; and absorbs the high speed bursts of cells that the machines are capable of generating and accepting. These correspond to our \bursty tra c" and \asynchronous interface" design objectives. Ideally, the FIFO is of innite length and capable of operating at a speed that exceeds the maximum speed of either of the attached hosts.
The VuNet switch fabric extends this model to the direct interconnection of 4-6 hosts, as illustrated in Figure 4 . The single FIFO of Figure 3 is replaced by a collection of FIFOs and a crossbar matrix. Each host can independently write cells into its transmit FIFO and read cells from its receive FIFO. The only added complexity is that the transmitting host must identify the switch port to which the data must be sent. The switch is passive in that it simply executes the commands of the clients. When applications in hosts residing on the same switch need to communicate, they use the Virtual Circuit Identi er (VCI) elds of the cells to perform multiplexing and deumultiplexing, i.e., to map cells to application sockets on the two machines. As illustrated in Figure 5 , the rst workstation performs a mapping between an internal VCI, which is locally bound to an application socket, and an external VCI and destination port number. The cell and port number are presented to the switch, which delivers the cell to the second workstation's port. The cell is then read in, and the external VCI is mapped to the destination's internal VCI, and ultimately to a socket that is bound to the destination application.
Switch Fabric Implementation
VuNet switching provides a simple mechanism for the exchange of cells, without regard to their ATM header or payload. In contrast to other ATM switch fabrics, the responsibility for ATM functions, such as VCI mapping, has been teased out of the switch fabric and assigned to the devices that plug into the switch.
The switch's transmit and receive ports are very simple, containing only bu ering and rudimentary arbitration circuitry. The bu ering allows ATM cells to be read and written at any data rate up to the maximum allowed by the FIFO memories and their associated control circuitry. Each of the transmit and receive ports operates independently, and they have been tested at 1.5 Gbps per port.
During the operation of the switch, the following steps are executed as an ATM cell is transmitted from one switch port to another. First, the client generating the cell writes the address of the destination port Figure 5: An application which needs to communicate to another workstation on the network generates data with an internal identi er. This identi er is remapped using a table look-up to generate the network VCI and rst hop switch output port (tport). This information is passed to the switch, which forwards the data to the workstation on port 2. and the cell data to the transmit FIFOs. The transmit FIFOs of the switch feed a crossbar matrix ( Figure 4 ) which copies cells from the heads of the transmit FIFOs to the appropriate receive FIFOs where they are read by the receiving device.
Transfers across the matrix are performed during cell switching intervals. Prior to each interval arbitration circuitry associated with each receive FIFO selects the transmit FIFO from which a cell will be copied 1 . The data paths across the matrix are 64 bits wide and the \inside" ports of the FIFOs are slaved to a common clock. Accordingly each cell interval has seven stages during which the 8 byte cell header and the 48 byte payload are transferred across the fabric. The entire process is pipelined so that arbitration and crossbar con guration for the next cell interval is performed while transfers are in progress.
To satisfy our \ideal" model of cell transfer the switch fabric should allow each host to accept cells at a rate that exceeds the aggregate rate at which cells are presented by all of the attached hosts. Current versions of the VuNet switch have either four or six ports and we clock the crossbar matrix at a rate of 700 Mbps per port. Given the small number of ports and the rate at which our present hosts are able to generate tra c, this provides a close approximation to the model.
The Switch Interface
The switch provides a straightforward interface that simpli es the design of client hardware. Since the timing of the client side of the port FIFOs is decoupled from the internal timing of the switch matrix, there is no need for clients to synchronize their operation with the internal switch clock, as is often the case with traditional switch designs. Furthermore, both the transmit and receive blocks can be operated concurrently. The FIFOs also serve to bu er cell bursts, an important factor in our simpli ed network. Finally, the data bus width to the port is selectable, either 32 or 64 bits, allowing a simple mapping to workstation and processor buses. All these factors make it easy to design devices which connect directly to the switch, satisfying the \simple client interface" objective.
The switch interface is used in the same manner by all devices which plug into the switch. All devices must present the cell and the local switch port to which the cell must be delivered. The switch does not extract output port information from the ATM cell, but from the client, and the switch does not perform any VCI remapping. Our design pushes these functions to the edge of the switch fabric.
Cell Relaying
The proceeding section described cell switching among devices that are attached to a single switch. Inter-switch communication can be modelled by a device (or set of devices) that is connected to ports on two di erent switches. This cell relaying host performs two functions: it copies cells between the switch ports and it remaps VCIs. The relay serves as an intermediary with knowledge of the VCI address spaces associated with the switch ports.
The VuNet Link
The VuNet link implements a minimal set of relaying functions, cell copying and VCI mapping. To support the inter-o ce separation of switches, it is constructed in two parts that are inter-connected by high speed channels as illustrated in Figure 6 . The channels use single mode optics and serial coding based on the HP G-Link chipset and the links presently operate at 500 Mbps. Link processing is table driven, and the management of the link tables is left to the communicating end systems. This will be discussed in further detail in Section 3.3.2.
The link tables are large enough to remap the entire 64K (16-bit) VCI space to 64K new VCIs and four bits of switch port information. All other bits in the ATM header remain untouched. The VuNet does not support the Header Error Check (HEC) function on a hop-by-hop basis as we do not believe that HEC is an essential function for desk area or even local area operation. For compatibility purposes a cell source can pre-compute the HEC that is expected by the destination.
Management of the link tables is performed using control cells sent with a reserved ATM VCI. Cells received by the link on these special VCIs cause the link to re-write entries in its header lookup table. They can also cause the link to emit a cell containing table entries, so link tables can be read back.
VCI and Connection Management
Cells in the VuNet are relayed hop-by-hop as they pass through the links. This is in contrast to other systems 18] which include this function in the switch. An advantage of our approach is that it teases the ATM level cell processing out of the switch ports and associates it with the individual end systems and links. In the case of end systems, these cell level functions are performed in software. In the case of links, the rate at which the in-band cell processing is performed can be tailored to the speed of the link; slower links can utilize simpler designs. Furthermore, only the inband functions need be implemented in the links. The out-of-band functions, such as VCI management, are performed in end system software.
Each application in the VuNet is responsible for opening, maintaining, and closing its own connections. This is done in a \wormhole" fashion by way of ATM control cells embedded in the cell data stream. Applications use library functions that access a shared le and execute an allocation algorithm that prevent nodes from stealing other nodes' VCIs. Background processes can be used to verify link tables and refresh connections when necessary, such as in the case where a link card has been power cycled. In order to maintain table consistency when the network is recon gured, it is possible to run topology daemons that allow each host to discover the network topology.
Within a desk area network, it is appropriate for hosts to perform their own VCI allocation. This method does not scale well to large number of hosts. In order to interconnect with larger networks, a connection allocation server can be used to allocate interdomain VCIs on a dynamic basis. Note that this server need only perform VCI allocation { the individual applications could still be responsible for the \wormhole" updating of the link tables. Since the VuNet serves as a local distribution network for the Aurora wide-area gigabit testbed 4], a VuNetAurora (SONET) interface has been fabricated. Aurora is a SONET-based ATM testbed connecting MIT, Bellcore, UPenn, and IBM (Figure 8 ). The Aurora-VuNet link (AVlink) allows the VuNet to interoperate with the Aurora wide area facilities (Figure 7) . It converts cells between the modi ed ATM format used in the VuNet into standard ATM cells used in Aurora. This includes generating the HEC and modifying the length of the header.
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The AVlink also bridges the physical layers of the two networks 2 . On the VuNet side, it is connected through a slightly modi ed VuNet link, and on the Aurora side, through a board which generates a SONET OC-12 signal from four STS-3c trunks. The AVlink uses one of the trunks for a speed of 155 Mbit/s.
The AVlink design demonstrates the bene ts of \seamless networking," i.e., the advantages of using ATM in both the desk and wide-areas. The AVlink only needs to make minor cell changes at the ATM and physical layers, which can be done as the cells pass from VuNet to Aurora. The AVlink has an average latency of 4.6 s 3 and bandwidth of 149.8 Mbit/s 4 . This low latency, high bandwidth bridging is necessary to implement interactive media applications over the wide area.
VuNet Clients
Three types of clients are currently being integrated into the system: workstations, specialized multimedia devices and inter-network interfaces. General-purpose workstations are connected through a host interface while specialized multimedia devices connect directly to the network. Examples of specialized multimedia devices are video capture boards and an image processing system. The focus of the VuNet is desk-area in scope, so network bridges will be used to connect to local-area and wide-area ATM networks.
This section describes the current suite of devices which constitute the VuNet. Further details on these devices are given in 1, 13].
Host Interfaces
Many host interfaces in other systems provide support for packet reassembly 8, 14] and streaming 8, 20] . In many of these host interfaces which support packet reassembly, the interface provides bu ering on a per-VCI basis and only interrupts the processor when full packets are received. This approach is similar to the approach many have taken with video -that is, to provide specialized hardware support for speci c functions.
The VuNet interface (known as the VudBoard) is a simple DMA interface, allowing programmable length DMA bursts both to and from main memory into the board's FIFOs, which can hold one cell in each direction. The bus from the interface to the network is shared by the receive and transmit circuitry, so arbitration is done with priority given to incoming cells.
Incoming cells are packed into processor memory, where a driver reassembles packets and delivers them to the proper application.
Outbound cells are packed in main memory with routing information and timing information (outgoing cells can be paced on a per-cell basis), and are transferred to the interface using block DMA transfers.
The interface uses the DEC TurboChannel Interface ASIC, and is capable of bursting at the full rate of the TurboChannel, which is nominally 800 Mbps. However, due to the small size of the DMA transactions and the DMA latency, the maximum achievable inbound DMA rate is 400 Mbps. This is comparable to the Bellcore Osiris interface 8], which can achieve a maximum input throughput of 463 Mbps.
VuNet host interfaces exist for the DEC TurboChannel, S-Bus, and NuBus; however, only the DEC 5000s and Alphas, which are based on the TurboChannel, have been fully integrated into the network using the DMA interface.
In designing the VudBoard, we carefully selected the point of attachment between the host and the VuNet. Alternative approaches include a coprocessor style interface and direct connection to the cache or memory systems. We chose our attachment point from our experience with coprocessor style network interfaces 10] and our desire not to interfere in the cache/memory hierarchy. We rely on the host's memory system to augment the switch's burst absorption capacity.
Operating Systems Issues
The kernel interface to the VuNet is through the Berkeley UNIX sockets framework. We developed a network device driver for the VudBoard and a network implementation for raw VuNet virtual-circuit sockets. By developing code within the sockets framework, we were easily able to provide TCP/IP connectivity over the VuNet, using the socket-based TCP/IP code already in the kernel.
Raw VuNet virtual-circuit sockets can be opened by an application program. An application program can specify an output VCI for a socket with the connect system call, and and input VCI with the bind system call. Applications can also use ioctl to specify the format used for segmentation and reassembly, and the cell transmission pacing parameters of burst-size and burst-delay. Packets output by applications with send are segmented into cells and then transmitted on the virtual-circuit for the socket. Cells received from a virtual-circuit are reassembled into packets and queued for input from the corresponding socket with recv.
IP connectivity is provided over the VuNet by assigning VCIs for IP tra c between hosts. A special sockets ioctl is provided to arrange for input packets from certain VCIs to be queued by the VuNet reassembly code into the IP input queue, instead of a raw socket input queue. Output VCIs are speci ed by permanent entries in the ARP table.
Segmentation and Reassembly
With the VudBoard host interface, segmentation and reassembly is performed in software by the kernel. We designed our device driver so that this segmentation and reassembly occurs at software interrupt priority level, instead of device interrupt priority level, to allow the kernel to be interrupted while performing segmentation and reassembly.
When the output routine of the network device driver receives a packet, it immediately segments it into raw output bu ers, and then queues the raw output bu ers for output DMA by the VudBoard. Only after all segmentation has been performed does the device driver take the machine into device interrupt priority level and start the VudBoard.
When cells are received by DMA from the VudBoard, device interrupt queues the raw input bu ers for reassembly, schedules a VuNet software interrupt, and restarts the VudBoard (Figure 9 . The VuNet software interrupt handler dequeues the raw input bu ers and reassembles the cells into per-VCI input packets. Whenever it processes an end-of-frame cell, the length and checksum of the appropriate input packet is veried, and the input packet is queued in the input queue appropriate for the VCI.
An application processing input data could result in code being executed at three interrupt priority levels. At the lowest priority level would be running the code of the application itself. At software interrupt priority level would be the VuNet network code reassembling cells into input packets. Finally, at device interrupt priority level would be the the code which handles device interrupts. Between each if these levels, bu er queues provide for transfer of data.
Input Polling
Instead of device interrupts, we used periodic timer callouts to poll the VudBoard. This scheme is similar to clocked interrupts discussed in 17]. When a timer callout executes, the status of the VudBoard is polled. If any cells have been received, the device driver suspends input DMA, swaps the lled input bu ers with empty bu ers, and restarts input DMA. It then queues for reassembly the input bu ers that contain the cells. If there is any output bu ers to be transmitted, an output DMA is also started. Finally the device driver schedules another timer callout.
The timer callout interval is chosen independent of data input rate. By allocating enough raw input bu ers, we can ensure that between timer callouts the allocated bu er memory can never completely ll, so no cells can be lost. Instead, the timer callout interval rate is chosen by trading o network round-trip time and CPU utilization. Longer timer values cause higher network round trip times, and shorter ones can cause excessive context switching. Currently, the timer callouts are executed every two milliseconds.
The Vidboard
The Vidboard is a video capture and processing board which connects directly to the VuNet. It is capable of generating video streams having a wide variety of characteristics with respect to picture size, color space, and frame rate. Devices within the system use a set of ATM protocols for requesting video from the Vidboard.
As shown in Figure 10 , the Vidboard consists of ve principal modules: Front-end, Format Convert, Frame Memory, DSP (digital signal processor) and Network A DSP chip was used as board controller and pixel engine so that we could experiment with placing di erent functions on the Vidboard besides those typically associated with a video capture board, such as variable picture size and color space. The types of functions that we have explored are network protocol layers, network tra c adjustment, temporal decoupling/frame rate adjustment, and image processing.
Vidboard Network Protocols
In a system where multimedia devices are networkbased, an important issue is the protocol used for control and communication of media data. We have developed a number of network protocols for sending video from a Vidboard to a workstation. These protocols fall into three classes: command, video transport, and video tra c.
The command protocol is used for making the Vidboard execute a particular command. The protocol consists of using a single ATM cell, which is formatted into a number of elds, to carry command information to the Vidboard. The command cell format is given in Table 1. eld # of bytes ATM cell header 5 unused portion of header 3 echo VCI/tport 4 command code 4 command parameters 40 Table 1 : General command cell format When a command cell is received by the Vidboard, the echo eld is used to send a copy of the command cell back to the sender to prove it was received correctly. The command code indicates the task to be executed. Additional information about the task is carried in the command parameters eld.
As an example, in the current version of Vidboard rmware, a commandcell has been created for request- (Table 2) . Upon receiving this cell, the Vidboard captures and transmits a single video frame.
For sending video data from the Vidboard to a workstation, a transport protocol similar to that speci ed by the ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5) standard 2] has been adopted. In this protocol, cells are grouped into larger packets called transmission frames (t-frames) as shown in Figure 11 5 . The LF parameter in the command cell speci es the number of video scan lines that are to be packed into one t-frame.
In our current system, the Vidboard is capable of generating video faster than a workstation can process it. In order to avoid overwhelming the workstation network interface with video data, the Vidboard implements a network tra c protocol. In this protocol, video is sent in small bursts separated by delays, during which the burst is processed by the workstation. The Vidboard shapes the video tra c it generates using four parameters contained in the command cell: interburst delay (IBD), interframe delay (IFD), cells per burst (CB), and scan lines per transmission frame (LF). The workstation requesting the video chooses these parameters to tune the tra c characteristics of the video stream to its needs.
In traditional multimedia systems, video capture boards generate streams which have xed frame rate/bandwidth characteristics. This approach to video, however, clashes with the software-intensive nature of the ViewStation system. In order to support graceful degradation and scaling of applications, video sources within the ViewStation system must be capable of varying their frame rate to meet an application's 5 With respect to the gure, the word size is 32 bits. Figure 12 : Video source control model needs. As part of the protocols for controlling the Vidboard from across a network, we have developed a scheme for dynamically varying the Vidboard's frame rate during the course of a video session.
As depicted in Figure 12 , the scheme consists of placing the Vidboard in a constant video capture loop and sending requests for frames as they are needed. The application then varies the rate of requests to match its ability to process video. As an example, a video-in-a-window application will be forced to halve its rate of requests as a second video-in-a-window is started and the two applications have to share the available machine cycles.
The Vid40 System
The Vid40 System is a multiprocessor system for video processing that connects directly to the VuNet. The system is based on the C40 DSP from Texas Instruments which has special communication ports for building multiprocessor architectures. The system is composed of individual boards which are connected together through the C40 communication ports. As shown in Figure 13 , each board consists of two C40s with supporting memory as well as interfaces to the VuNet and to the communication ports. A typical system consists of a master board and and a bank of slave boards. The master board is connected to the VuNet and handles network communication. The master board is also connected to the slave boards via the communication ports over which it sends control information and video data for processing.
The purpose of the Vid40 System is the real-time execution of computation-intensive video processing operations. Examples of such operations are ltering and compression. The basic Vid40 board has been designed and fabricated but awaits debugging. Once the system is operational, we intend to draw upon established practices in the elds of parallel processing and image processing for speci c implementation choices, such as multiprocessor topology and compression algorithms.
5 VuNet System Performance A four node ViewStation system has been deployed in the o ces of our research group for over two years. A ViewStation node consists of a switch equipped with a link, a Vidboard and one or two host interfaces to DEC Alpha 3000/400 workstation. The four nodes are currently connected in a ring, with a stub protruding from the ring which connects, through Aurora and two AVlinks, to a similarly out tted single VuNet node located at Bellcore in Morristown, NJ. The ViewStation applications require no modi cation to operate over Aurora, and throughput over the wide-area is equivalent to the local-area performance on all video types.
This system has enabled us to study the transport of video within a distributed environment based on a low latency and high-bandwidth switched packet network where video is handled at the application level.
The following subsections describe a number of results achieved with the ViewStation system.
Host Interface Performance
Using an application which reads and writes data to VuNet sockets, we tested the performance of the current VudBoard.
When a packet is queued for transmission, the packet segmentation occurs before the resulting page can be moved cell-by-cell over the TurboChannel to the VudBoard. The peak data transmission of a single page occurs at 232 Mbps. However, since we can only DMA one page at a time (due to DEC ASIC bug), we must process an interrupt for each page to be transmitted. The performance achieved for transmitting many pages is 67 Mbps.
On the receive side, 512 Kbit bursts at 232 Mbps can easily by processed by the VudBoard. The bottleneck on the receive side, however, is the host processing. We have measured the performance of aggregate rate, including software reassembly and delivery to user process. The sustained rate is 42.2 Mbps.
Video to the Application
Using the protocols described in the section 4.2.1, experiments were conducted to determine the video frame rate which could be achieved between the Vidboard and an Alpha workstation for the display of video with audio. The frame rates and corresponding bit rates for various video streams are listed in Table 3 . Frame rates for particular types of video are limited by the Alpha, while others are limited by the Vidboard. For example, the frame rate of the 640x480 black and white video stream is limited by the rate at which the Alpha can read from the network and display video. As the table shows, the maximum video bit rate which can be achieved in the context of this system is about 37 Mbits/s. The Vidboard is the limiting factor in the case of the color streams, since the color dithering algorithm is computationally intensive.
The frame rates presented here represent an improvement over those mentioned in our previous results 1]. This improvement is due to two factors: an improved host interface with DMA capabilities and a daughterboard for the Vidboard that performs dithering in hardware.
One of the bene ts of our software-intensive approach is the ability to display multiple windows at various frame rates. Displaying two, three, or more video streams, all while mixing audio, is just a matter of starting up another process which requests video and audio data. We have been able to display two windows of 320x240 video streams, each running at 18 frames/sec. Three video windows run at 10 frames/sec each, even with full audio.
Performance Summary
Improving the performance of ViewStation applications involves increasing the performance of the modules, both hardware and software, through which the application data ows. For example, in the case of a video-in-a-window application that draws its video from a Vidboard, the data path consists of the Vidboard, the switches and links making up the VuNet, the VudBoard host interface and the software modules which process the data on the destination workstation. Table 4 shows the current throughput of the modules described in the previous example. The last part of this table lists the throughput of the overall system when running the vsdemo and vspuzzle video applications. This table summarizes many of the throughput ndings reported earlier. The system throughput is less than the individual peak throughputs because the various software modules share workstation resources.
The frame rates we report are achieved while running the full suite of ViewStation software within the UNIX operating system, using the X-server to display the video window. Context switching occurred among the various processes involved in requesting and processing the video and audio. For these reasons, a throughput of only 37 Mbps is achieved, even though the Vidboard, the VuNet and the host interface are capable of data rates of 100 Mbps, 500 Mbps and 232 Mbps respectively.
We realize that these frame rates and throughput rates may appear low for a system architected for multimedia tasks compared to other systems with custom hardware for handling video. However, hardware bypass of other approaches limits the ability of the applications to process the video.
We believe that our software intensive approach is justi ed by the bene ts it provides in terms of application exibility, scalability and portability. The penalty we pay in performance will progressively disappear as we make improvements to the environment at the operating system level, improvements to the host interface, and, through portability, track the workstation performance curve. 6 Current and Future Work 6.1 Switch
We are in the process of redesigning the VuNet switch to accommodate more ports and adopt a standard system packaging scheme. The new switch has been expanded to 6 ports and is functionally equivalent to the currently installed 4 port version. The per-port chip count has been reduced by using wider word FIFOs and complex PLDs. One 6-port switche has been fabricated, assembled, debugged; we are now in the process of duplicating them.
Peripherals
We have plans for designing other network-based multimedia peripherals. Work has been started on a JPEG server board. The initial design for the server will take the form of a daughterboard for the Vidboard. This design will then serve as the basis for a stand-alone peripheral. Other ideas for multimedia peripherals are an audio capture board, a display adapter and a le system. Work will also continue on the Vid40 system with the hope of integrating into the ViewStation system in 1995.
LAN Bridge
Work has begun on a bridge between the VuNet and DEC's AN2 ATM research switch. This will be used to connect several small-scale VuNets; for example, two or three switches in an o ce may be connected together through VuNet links, and then o ces may be interconnected through an AN2 switch. The VuNet to AN2 connections will also allow a faster connection to the wide-area facilities through an AN2/SONET gateway which operates at the OC-12 (622 Mbit/sec) rate. This higher speed connection will allow multiple video sessions to use the wide area facilities e ciently. However, several issues concerning ATM network striping must be worked out rst. Table 4 : The throughput performance of various modules of the ViewStation system around special hardware that limit performance and performance gains. For example, Pandora 12] is a special purpose hardware sub-system which can be controlled by a workstation. Pandora's box performs video and audio capture as well as mixing in dedicated hardware attached to and under control of the workstation. Pandora is designed around a transputer which performs such tasks as audio mixing. The hardware is designed to provide a maximum video frame rate of 25 frames/second.
The Pandora approach ts into the dedicated hardware style of media delivery. Very specialized hardware is built which allows decent performance, but prevents taking advantage of gains in performance elsewhere in the system.
More recently, a few projects have attacked multimedia systems from the network perspective. The Atomic approach 9] uses a networking chip designed for multiprocessing. The network chips are used to interconnect the various subsystems such as a display, camera, DSP, and monitor. The Atomic approach uses specialized network hardware as a multimedia workstation's internal network.
The approach taken in the Cambridge Desk-Area network project 11] replaces the traditional bus structure of the workstation with an ATM network. This network interconnects a variety of multimedia devices on a fast communications substrate internal to the workstation, and resides between the processor and its memory hierarchy. The VuNet approach, while similar, chooses not to intercede into this memory hierarchy, and thus moves the ATM network outside the workstation and places the multimedia devices on this network to allow sharing of peripherals.
Conclusion
Whereas present day LANs are based on \hub and spoke" arrangements, the VuNet Desk Area Network is based on a \spoke and hub" topology in which a switch fabric is located in each o ce area.
In keeping with our \software-oriented" and \trust" guidelines, the VuNet hardware is designed with minimal functionality. For example, VCI and connection management are transparent to the hardware { they are pushed to the edge of the network where they can be implemented in end node software.
The VuNet has been deployed in group members' o ces and is currently interconnected by 500 Mbps links. The switches currently run at 700 Mbps but each has been tested internally to 1.5 Gbps. The links are also rated to run at 1.0 Gbps. The 155 Mbps AVlink bridge to the Aurora Gigabit testbed demonstrates the \seamless" interconnection of ATM-based DANs and WANs. The present con guration interconnects ve Vidboards and eight VudBoard host interfaces.
A suite of applications are installed and the software toolkit enables simple programming of video applications that adjust their processing rates to match the available resources. Development of these applications continues with an emphasis on intelligent applications that make decisions based on the content of a range of media data including voice, video and closed caption text. These applications demonstrate the bene ts of \media neutrality" and \graceful degra-dation."
While using a very software oriented approach buys extreme exibility, the price incurred is a substantial amount of overhead. Operating system rewalls impose a minimum on the number of times the video data is moved over the system bus. Nonetheless, media data throughputs of 37 Mbps from the network to the application, and ultimately to the display, are available even while running the full suite of applications using UNIX and the X-windows server.
The ViewStation project, as a whole, provides scalability of video in software, and provides a high speed ATM desk area network where video is treated like other network data. The philosophy behind the VuNet provides a network ideally suited for distributed multimedia, and in particular, intelligent video applications. The modularity and the software intensive approach allow a exibility not found in many other systems.
